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Abstract

We study the potential roles of industrial policy in the transition from middle income to high income status and the actual experience of industrial policy in emerging economies. Guided by the conceptual framework of the Neo-Schumpeterian approach we look at industrial policy in the context of structural transformation, i.e., in transforming economic structures as well as the institutions supporting these structures. Today’s emerging economies face a dual structural transformation challenge: (i) to move closer to the current world technology frontier (traditional catch-up); and (ii) to adjust to technological change in advanced economies and increasingly binding environmental and social constraints. The feasible set of industrial policy is constrained by state capacity. The paradox of industrial policy is that it is most straightforward when state capacity is the most constrained. We suggest that emerging economies still should explore what we denote sector-based horizontal policies addressing market and state failures in individual industries.
1. Introduction

In the wake of the global financial crisis industrial policy is back with a vengeance in both advanced and emerging economies. Much has been written on the pros and cons of industrial policy, but the fact is that most governments practice it in some form – even if there is no “industrial policy” as such, decisions on public procurement, for example, for the military or the allocation of research funding effectively creates one.

While initially industrial policy was about economic growth and employment, and expansion of manufacturing in particular, it has been asked to achieve increasingly difficult tasks, including in the environmental and social space. Industrial policy has been in demand particularly in emerging and developing economies where they are expected to help countries move closer to the world technology frontier and help them address their social and environmental challenges. Yet, the effectiveness of industrial policy in achieving these objectives depends a great deal on the institutional context and the capacity of the state in a particular country. It is enjoying a renaissance in advanced economies which have effective governance machineries in order to promote innovation in de-industrialising societies. Paradoxically, industrial policy seems most important and straightforward where institutions are the weakest, i.e., in contexts far away from the world technology frontier where adopting and adapting existing technologies, rather than genuine innovation, are the name of the game.

In this paper we want to understand the potential roles of industrial policy in the transition from middle income to high income status and the actual experience of industrial policy in emerging economies, with a particular emphasis on the experience from emerging Europe. Guided by the conceptual framework of the Neo-Schumpeterian approach (Acemoglu et al., 2006) we look at industrial policy in the context of structural transformation, i.e., in its role in transforming economic structures as well as the institutions supporting these structures. The focus is on the specific challenges facing emerging economies in catching-up with today’s advanced economies and on the need for these economies to respond to the global challenges, in particular those related to climate change and social inequalities. There is a danger of industry policy becoming overwhelmed by multiple objectives instead of focussing
on productivity and growth. In fact, these economies face a dual structural transformation challenge: (i) to move closer to the current world technology frontier (traditional catch-up); and (ii) to adjust to technological change in advanced economies and increasingly binding environmental and social constraints.

There are, at least, two successful models of structural transformation from middle income to high income status. One is the Central and Eastern European model based on broad institutional reforms supported by the outside anchor of EU accession and the massive increase in foreign direct investment and capital flows intermediated mostly by financial institutions with a strategic commitment to the region. The other model is the one that has worked repeatedly in Asia and relies on extensive state coordination undertaken by more or less meritocratic bureaucracies, initially protecting firms, and then later promoting domestic and eventually foreign competition. These industrial policies have often been supplemented by national technology projects with varying degree of success. Within this broad typology there are major variations notably between the smaller and more or less dirigiste economies and the continental sized China and India. And within Europe there are varying degrees of integration with the EU and emancipation from economic integration with Russia – from Eurozone countries like Slovakia and Slovenia to Ukraine and Moldova.

The pattern of globalisation is now changing and increasingly involves massive amounts of advanced economy knowhow being shared with a small number of emerging economies through value chains tightly controlled by corporations (Baldwin, 2016). In such a world with fragmented and easily mobile production advanced economies should focus on “sticky” production factors and positive spillovers that the private sector ignores. Government policy should move from emphasising industry to service-sector jobs related to industry and promote the development of cities as they attract those kind of jobs and capture spillovers across value chains. In emerging economies the fragmentation of production reduce entry barriers – a country now only needs to become competitive in one part of the value chain, not the entire chain. The key objective for governments in the latter countries is to capture the knowledge spillovers and convert them into productivity improvements in other parts of the economy. In both sets of countries industrial policy should be combined with social policies to deal with the disruptive consequences of structural transformation.
Our focus on the role of the state in structural transformation, i.e., the capacity and willingness of existing state institutions to manage changes in economic structures and important institutions, of emerging economies. We recognise, as emphasised by Rodrik (2014), that we are in a “second-best” world where markets and institutions are far from perfect, obviously a more important feature of developing and emerging economies. We will look more closely at a selected number of emerging economies which made it from middle to high income status since 2000, to understand what role industrial policy played in the structural transformation of these economies. We will focus on the more general discussion of the industrial policy experience, particularly in emerging Europe, and provide some illustrations of industrial policies in emerging economies. At a later stage, when the various case studies have been completed, we aim to undertake a more comprehensive analysis of the specific experiences.

2. Neo-Schumpeterian Industrial Policy and the Middle Income Trap

The core assumptions of the Neo-Schumpeterian framework are that long-term growth are that (i) long-run growth is driven by innovation; (ii) innovations result from entrepreneurial activities; and (iii) creative destruction, i.e., new innovations displacing old technologies, is critical (Aghion and Bircan, 2016). An economy can be off the frontier in three different ways: (i) the aggregate of all industries and individual firms in these industries; (ii) the industry average and median; and (iii) each individual firm has its own (average) distance(s) to the frontier(s) in the industries in which it operates. Obviously (i) combines (ii) and (iii), but it also requires an assessment of the relative importance of individual sectors to the overall economy. (iii) is particularly important in understanding emerging and developing economies where heterogeneity is particularly striking and where technologically advanced firms, and many emerging economies have at least a few such firms (Freund, 2016), can exist alongside very backward firms – distributions of firms by productivity have long and fat tails and distorted firm dynamics. An important challenge for industrial policy in these economies is to compress the distribution of firms in terms of distance to frontier by closing down or upgrading slacking firms and transferring resources from uncompetitive sectors. Of course, up-grading leader firms (shifting from imitation/adaptation to innovation) is also
necessary. Most recommendations have focused on sector-based policies. The problem is that sectors do not produce and trade, firms do, and there is considerable heterogeneity within sectors, meaning that specific industrial policy measures may have very different implications for individual firms.

The implications of the Neo-Schumpeterian approach for industrial policy in emerging economies off the world technology frontier, are that (i) increased competition is not necessarily positive for productivity growth as it might undermine the incentives to innovate provided by intellectual property protection and monopolies maximising economies of scale; (ii) coordination has a high premium as it helps achieve economies of scale; (iii) financial mobilization should happen through banks or vehicles for mobilizing venture and other risk capital rather than financial markets; (iv) while education is important at all stages of development, secondary and tertiary education are particularly important off the frontier (while post-graduate education may actually be a waste of resources); (v) protection of intellectual property, openness and competition are complements and as such more important at the frontier; (vi) similarly, entry barriers and corruption are more important the closer an economy is to the frontier (this is, of course, not meant to condone corrupt practices – corruption is almost always a symptom of bad policy– but it matters more as an economy approaches the frontier); (vii) technology transfers should be a focus (but technology must be appropriate, in the sense that it contributes to productivity improvements); (viii) management skills are very important (Bloom and van Reenen, 2006); and (ix) strong efforts should be made to reallocate factors of production, across firms and industries, to more productive uses. The levers can be activated both directly and also indirectly by reducing corruption, relaxing credit constraints and improving education quality.

As an economy reaches the world technology frontier the importance of competition and its complements increases and the emphasis shifts from imitation and adaptation within existing firms to innovation through the entry and exit of firms. Financial markets gain in importance relative to banks in the financing of innovation, and tertiary and post-graduate education become more important.
A core contribution of the Neo-Schumpeterian framework to the discussion of industrial policy is the conceptualization of the “Middle Income Trap” around the “switching point” from an industrial policy optimal away from the frontier to one that is suited for when an economy is close to or on the frontier (see Figure 1). There could be many forces frustrating this switch. The most commonly discussed is one associated with special interests and political economy where incumbents and insiders block the emergence of institutions necessary to support a frontier industrial policy or just outright block the decisions associated with the switch itself. But there could also be rigidities in, for example, human capital formation or financing arrangements, that make switching more difficult. An industrial policy must take the existence of a switching point into account and incorporate features that would help facilitate this transition. In other words, some specific transitional policies may be needed as an economy approaches the switching point so as to increase the likelihood of the switch.

The Figure uses China as an example – in 1990 China was far from the frontier, with a legacy from central planning and an emphasis on heavy industry, albeit that it was progressing rapidly based on policies of imitation and adaptation. In 2016 the economy may already have passed the optimal switching point, but many features of China’s industrial policy may still be better suited for a country far away from the frontier (in fact, the Chinese government has already adopted many frontier policies and the evidence, for example, on value-added in many industries, suggests that the transition is already well under way).
3. **State capacity and specific industrial policies**

An important consideration in assessing what type of industrial policy a particular emerging economy could and should pursue is its ability to implement and enforce specific policies and whether it has sufficient checks and balances preventing policies from being captured by special interests: in other words whether there is a politically independent system for evaluating projects and agencies with sufficient autonomy to decline or terminate politically sponsored but bad projects. Are there particular institutional traps that pertain to industrial policy and could undermine progress in other policy areas? We will discuss the risks of different approaches and what can be done to safeguard against abuses, combining conceptual analysis and an examination of emerging economy experiences.

There are other important implications from the fact that we are working in a “second-best” world. The case for industrial policy is premised on the existence of market failures that
require government intervention, e.g., a subsidy. Analytically this is often done in the context of economic models where there is only one market failure in the economy. Of course, emerging economies are full of distortions, such as labour market regulations, energy subsidies etc. Often the success of a particular industry is the suppression of others. Devarajan (2016) gives the example of India’s IT sector which grew because the manufacturing sector was constrained by labour regulations and poor infrastructure. Energy subsidies in many emerging economies have created export sectors and strong constituencies reliant on cheap energy. In this case the focus of the government should be on getting rid of the energy subsidy before it tackles the other challenges. If energy subsidies for some reason cannot be removed in the near term, focus needs to shift to other important constraints.

The most ambitious industrial policy seriously discussed is probably that of the “entrepreneurial state” (Mazzucato, 2015). This approach sees the state as a mission-oriented “venture capitalist” taking important risk in individual sectors and firms, and using a portfolio approach to diversify that risk, while trying to retain level playing field in individual sectors. The model has perhaps most clearly been expressed in various US government-sponsored innovation schemes, but another example is the Israeli state-sponsored Yozma programme which launched an eventually very successful venture capital industry, now essentially privately owned. The state would set the direction of travel of individual industries and provide road maps, preferably through sector dialogues. One important aspect stressed by the proponents of this approach is the need to improve assessment tools and encourage evidence-based learning so as to facilitate structural transformation. Under this approach the state has a role in developing markets, e.g., feed-in tariffs in order to allow the market for renewable energy to develop.

The “entrepreneurial state” would also crowd in private capital, particularly institutional capital, to mitigate coordination failures achieve critical scale (see, for example, the BNDS development bank in Brazil). Needless to say, this form of industrial policy is easily captured and as such very demanding on institutions and sensitive to political risk (as seen, for example, in the renewable energy industry, both in emerging and advanced economies). The potential and the risks involved in such ambitious industrial policy are illustrated by the
two US examples of Tesla – at least until recently regarded as a great success – and Solyndra which became a huge embarrassment for the Obama administration when it failed.

In order to understand what industrial policy is desirable and feasible in a particular economy we need some concept of state capacity, i.e., the institutional capability of the state to carry out policies that deliver benefits and services to households and firms (Besley and Persson, 2010). Different industrial policies place different demands on state capacity, and some aspects of a particular industrial policy are likely to be more demanding than others. An industrial policy should not be seen in isolation, but it should also be part of a broader program to achieve environmentally sustainable growth emphasising equality of opportunity or for that matter building up greater domestic competence for security reasons. Particular industrial policies are dependent on particular aspects of the institutional environment. This type of complementarity is important throughout the development process, but which aspects should reinforce each other is likely to differ from one development phase to another.
Most of the work on state capacity has been concerned with low-income countries and focused on which institutional characteristics determine this capacity. Besley and Persson talk about what they call “development clusters”. Paraphrasing Tolstoy’s Anna Karenina, they state that “all prosperous countries resemble each other; every non-prosperous country is non-prosperous in its own way.” They find that countries in their transformation from low-income to middle-income are becoming much more similar on the dimensions of their framework. Our main concern is what needs to happen to countries as they proceed from middle to high income. What are the relevant differences among middle-income countries determining whether one country will move towards high income and another getting stuck as a middle income country? In what dimensions are successful economies becoming more similar and where do they remain different without seemingly affect their transformation to high-income status? Conversely, what institutional constraints seem to be particularly important in explaining why certain countries are successful and others not.

More precise statements about what industrial policies are implementable in a particular context require more granular descriptions of state capacity and what determines this capacity. Fortunately, we have a relatively recent natural experiment with a number of countries transitioning from middle income to high income at approximately the same time, i.e., the EU accession process in Central and Eastern Europe. Separately, we have the achievements of Korea, Singapore, Taiwan and more recently China (or parts of it). Bruszt and Campos (2016) looks at the yearly assessments by the European Commission of these countries to understand the interaction between various aspects of state capacity and the sequencing of institutional development. They identify three aspects of state capacity: the judiciary, the bureaucracy and competition policy. Under each of these they distinguish between independence and capacity, and then look at the interrelationship between the different elements. Using lagged variables they also look at the sequencing of institutional development and suggest that judicial capacity and ultimately judicial independence, i.e., the establishment of a constitutional supreme court, are essential to bureaucratic capacity and the enforcement of competition policy. They demonstrate an intricate relationship between bureaucratic independence and judiciary capacity in unleashing a virtuous spiral of institutional change.
Taking the findings of Bruszt and Campos to industrial policy the implication is that in order for a certain bureaucratic independence and judicial capacity are necessary even for the simplest and most straightforward horizontal policies, and these aspects of state capacity in turn trace back to judicial independence. Industrial policies that demand more from state capacity will require even more independence from the bureaucracy and greater capacity of the judiciary. The strong suggestion is that more demanding industrial policies may not be feasible until later stages of institutional development when state capacity is greater.

**Industrial Policies and State Capacity**

- Entrepreneurial state
- Vertical policies
- Sector-based horizontal policies
- Horizontal policies

One way to discipline industrial policy when domestic institutions are fragile is by entering into international agreements constraining policymakers. The most advanced such arrangement is the European Union. A large number of emerging economies have joined the EU in its Southern and later Eastern Enlargement. EU rules clearly constrain state aid policies and competition and trade policy more generally and have helped these countries to commit to policies and limit capture. The currently discussed, and now politically dead at least in their original configurations, “mega trade deals” (TPP and TTIP) embrace other ways to limit the capacity of individual governments to favour specific sectors or introduce barriers to trade. We will discuss the extent to which these deals support or possibly undermine effect industrial policy.
There are many ideas in circulation for how the state can support structural transformation, transcending the traditional distinction between the universally embraced horizontal policies and the more controversial vertical policies. There are a number of intermediate approaches which could be characterised as sectoral-based horizontal policies, e.g., supporting human capital improvements, financing conditions and innovation in a particular industry, but also at so-called “smart specialisation” encouraging traditional industries as agricultural and textile manufacturing to invest in ICT or biochemistry. An important related strategy start from the observation of the growing importance and fragmentation of global value chains and how industrial policy can be used to facilitate the entry of firms into these global chains (Baldwin, 2016). Once the focus is on benefitting from being part of these global production systems broad sector-based policies may be less effective as only part of the value chain will be based in a particular country. Instead the emphasis should be on attracting those parts of the value chains which have high (positive) spillovers, possibly to attract other value chains.

4. Risks to Industrial Policy in Emerging Economies

There are a number of risks to industrial policy. While they apply universally, they are all related to weaknesses in state capacity and as such more pronounced in emerging and developing economies.

Political capture: The most commonly discussed and best understood is the risk of political capture. There are many instances of industrial intervention being captured by vested interests which distort it for their own purposes. The ‘Washington Consensus’ disfavouring industrial policy and ‘picking winners’ was based on a large body of experience to the effect that such policies frequently supported ‘rent seeking’ rather than innovative behaviour by companies. Recent work on Egypt and Tunisia provide ample examples of such capture and how special interests distort regulation, undermine enforcement of competition policy as well as channels direct support to specific firms with highly detrimental effects on firm dynamics (Diwan et al., 2013). In Tunisia where “Ben Ali Firms” – connected to the former president’s family - accounted for 1% private sector output and 3% of employment but had 21% profits (and contributed negatively to the cost competitiveness of the country’s exports
by exercising monopoly power over pricing). There are many such examples across the Middle East, Asia, Africa, Eastern Europe and Latin America and the ‘Ben Ali’ story could plausibly be told of many countries where cronyism and corruption distort decision making.

But we need to be careful of lazy generalisations. The Middle East has been a fertile ground for “Ben Ali Firms” – in almost every country. But there are important exceptions. The transformation of Dubai into one of the world’s leading aviation hubs was widely ridiculed at its inception and has, no doubt, involved a fair degree of cronyism and waste (Dubai had to receive financial assistance from Abu Dhabi a few years ago), but a successful transformation has been achieved. Turkey has, under successive governments, been criticised for favouring entrepreneurs in some sectors through discretionary industrial assistance, especially import licences. But Turkish construction contractors and consumer durable manufactures have now become major, internationally competitive, suppliers in those sectors.

More generally, it is often argued that the risk of political capture will be minimised in open, democratic, systems which can expose malpractice and political interference with business decisions. Unfortunately, that is often not the case. Chang (1993) describes the way in which Korean firms were persuaded in the 1960’s and 70’s to disregard their commercial judgements in favour of priorities chosen by military and bureaucratic decision makers by a process which could involve ‘a quiet chat with the secret police’. These “quiet chats” have helped to produce world beating companies in consumer electronics, steel, shipbuilding and heavy engineering. And many contemporary positive examples of ‘picking winners’ are in China which does not have transparent, democratic, systems. For example, Chinese firms, many state owned, have developed an ascendency in the technology and manufacture of solar power equipment systems: the result of a deliberate policy choice to specialise in this sector among a range of renewable energy options (in contrast to the USA and UK which deliberately eschewed ‘picking winners’ and have seen renewable energy industries flounder because of inconsistent or inadequate support). Singapore’s industrial policy is widely recognised as sophisticated, forward looking, market sensitive and free of corruption – and now extends to creative industries like design. But there is little democratic political challenge.
Nor are more democratic, transparent, political systems necessarily more effective in identifying, and holding to account, unproductive rent-seeking activities by industrial interest groups. Democratic India, in one survey, had 25 to 40% of GDP consumed in the rent seeking costs of protective trade policies (Hamilton, Mohammad and Whalley, 1984). There is now a substantial body of academic research which explains lobbying behaviour in democratic systems. It suggests that it will be most effective when there is large industry, a small number of companies involved and where the industry is in decline, is labour intensive and facing import competition (Anderson and Baldwin, 1987). In other words, more damage is likely to be done in defence of struggling ‘losers’ rather than pursuing potential ‘winners’.

A more subtle distinction is needed than that between ‘authoritarian’ and ‘democratic’ systems to explain why industrial policy can lead to wasteful and damaging political capture in some instances but not others. Brazil is very familiar with ‘clientalism’ and corruption (as we have recently been reminded) but has produced a (government owned) aircraft manufacturer (Embraer) which competes in (small and mid-sized) international markets for jet aircraft and is the third largest globally after Airbus and Boeing (roughly tied with Bombardier). Indonesia, on the other hand, produced a classic ‘white elephant’ when President Suharto’s vice president (Dr Habibie) sought to launch Indonesian aircraft manufacture. The company went bust, after losing a lot of money, in the Asian financial crisis (but has been reborn as part of the Airbus supply chain).

Another surprising contrast is that India now exports more passenger cars than China despite China’s overwhelming superiority in manufactured exports generally (India exported 532,000 vehicles in 2015/16 to China’s 410,000). Yet the modern car industry in India was launched as a highly political, vanity, project (by Mrs Gandhi’s elder son, Sanjay, who launched the Maruti in the mid 1970’s; the Maruti is now one of the leading exporters). It has succeeded (relatively) by making judicious use of foreign alliances and investment (while China has used foreign investors to supply the high end of the domestic market). Both China and India are, however, massively out-competed, so far, by Japan, Korea (and even Thailand) which ‘picked the car industry as a winner’ a generation earlier.
Stretching the envelope of adaptability even further is the space industry. Soviet space exploration was, perhaps, the ultimate in politically driven, ‘wasteful’ activity. Prestige and military prowess, not economics, lay beyond Soyuz and Sputnik. Yet in post-Soviet Russia (and Kazakhstan) the space industry survives. Russian rockets and space facilities are a key part of today’s commercial space industry, ferrying (inter alia British and Indian) satellites into orbit for communications and data collection purposes. The mutual – and commercial – benefit is such that the partnership has escaped sanctions on Russia.

All these examples, even those that have turned out well, raise the obvious question of what was the ‘opportunity costs’ involved in promoting them. In some cases, the cost of protection or subsidisation was very long standing; Brazil’s aircraft industry was first launched 65 years ago. These opportunity costs are, however, now bygones (unless embedded in future debt obligations). And what these examples tell us is that ‘political capture’ may be less important than the ability of the ‘captured’ companies and the state which has sponsored them to learn from experience and adapt to international conditions rather than to sit on monopoly profits. This process may take a long time and the skill – or art – behind industrial policy maybe one of learning how to build in competitive challenge and performance management over the long term.

**Information asymmetries:** A further, and related, risk is the asymmetry of information between a firm operating in a market with access to price and quality signals and government officials and politicians making decisions from a position of ignorance. Some of the more egregious examples of failed industrial policy involved ‘turnkey’ operations in which a state agency or protected company in a developing economy takes on the risk of operating a complex technology and equipment without fully understanding them and without the capacity to operate, maintain and develop them further.

Chang, however, drawing on Far Eastern experience in particular, dismisses the ‘information asymmetry’ argument. He questions whether businessmen, close to their own business, are necessarily better informed – especially where we are concerned with future trends and new technologies. There are numerous examples of bad decisions made by private
companies big and small (e.g., the evidence showing that takeovers are, on average, value reducing for the predator company). Business people are, of course, using their own (or their shareholders’ and creditors’) money rather than the tax payers’, but that then resolves into a question of government’s ability to negotiate risk sharing rather than its ability or inability to ‘pick winners’.

Moreover, there are ways in which governments can ensure that they are well informed through information exchange with business partners, or on setting up reporting mechanisms as part of accountability for state support or operating state controlled entities which learn how to operate in the market place by acquiring the necessary information. All of this assumes that there are public servants (or state entrepreneurs) sufficiently capable and motivated to perform that role and, clearly, there are widely different performance levels within and between countries. But learning behaviour applies here too.

**Government failure:** The risk central to active industrial policy is whether government failure is bigger and more costly than market failure. In the development of trade theory, the Mill/Barnstaple conditions for justifying industry protection formalise this requirement, that the benefits of intervention outweigh the costs. In the real world it is difficult to make this kind of assessment ex-ante rather than ex-post and, as some of the examples above illustrate. ‘Successful’ industrial policy involves learning and adaptive behaviour which comparative static methods of project evaluation do not capture. Industrial policy is, also, trying to do something difficult and often more ambitious than business would ever attempt. The story of Korean – or Chinese – industrial policy is of long term transformation which would never be attempted commercially. There is, almost by definition, a high risk of failure, but it is failure of a different kind (and scope) than conventional business decisions.

There is, however, a particular risk that in a second best world, replete with distortions, a particular intervention in the name of industrial policy may make matters worse. For example, protection of the steel industry, if it raises costs, may undermine the domestic metal using industries. These negative effects may also work out across sectors as well as within them. A common problem in OPEC countries has been that, because oil or gas is sold domestically at prices below world market levels, industrial policy may involve investment
being pulled into energy intensive industries rather than others which may have a greater transformational capacity. Industrial policy is more likely to succeed where such distinctions are neutralised or recognised and discounted.

5. Risk mitigation through openness and outside anchoring

Industrial policy suffers from a fallacy of composition problem. What works for one country may fail if other countries try to do the same, or impose restrictions on goods and services which the interventionist economy seeks to export. We regard Korea as a poster boy of successful industrial policy, but its success depends in large measure on other countries being ready to import Korean ships, steel and cars, even where this means a contraction in their own, competing, industries. The rules of international trade have to be accommodating. So far, the rules of international trade law, which guard against subsidy and ‘dumping’, have been observed and the dispute settlement panels of the WTO provide a quasi-legal backstop to the system. There are, as we know, strong demands, in the US especially, to tear down this institutional architecture in the interests of more nationalistic approaches – so far this has not happened, but the signs are that the Trump administration is aiming to deconstruct at least part of the international trade regime.

The European Union is, by far, the most advanced regime for deep economic integration. At its inception the European Community was built around sectoral industrial policy – for coal and steel, albeit one which recognised the need for European-level rationalisation. The Common Agricultural – and fisheries – Policy were also sector based and, in the case of the CAP, highly protectionist and, in Vinerian terms, trade diverting, at least initially. Various member state governments and individuals have sought, over the years, to create EU-wide industry policy for future winners, but these have not got very far, with the possible exceptions of cross-border aerospace collaborations like Airbus and Eurofighter.

Since the agreement to create a Single Market, in the 1980’s, the main thrust of EU policy has been to create rules to facilitate and police free trade within the EU rather than to accommodate active industry policy at national or EU level. The main, now, facilitating, mechanism is the adoption of common or mutually recognised technical product and
professional standards: a form of market-based industrial policy which nonetheless retains or intensifies competition. The constraining measures include: common public procurement rules to prevent discrimination between suppliers from different member states (though, as we have seen from the French governments intervention at Belfort, pre-ordering trains, these rules can be ignored or circumvented); competition policy rules which challenge takeovers and monopoly at EU level (it is difficult to think of many examples, outside of aerospace, of European ‘champions’ emerging as a result of cross-border merger activity); and state aid rules which police explicit or implicit subsidisation of companies at a national level (particularly fierce in steel and coal where there is EU excess capacity overall). The combined effect of these market-based measures has been to inhibit active industrial policy in countries (like France) which have wished to pursue it and to channel intervention into more ‘horizontal’ policies (including infrastructure provision, training and broadly based R&D) or more creative ways of attracting specific, sector-based investment as deployed in some Eastern European countries (or regions of other members, as with Scotland, Wales and Ulster).

The mooted Transpacific (TPP) and Transatlantic (TTIP) agreements are attempts to capture some of the benefits of the EU Single Market amongst countries which start from lower levels of integration. In both cases however there has been a strong political reaction against deeper integration and neither seems likely to progress, particularly after the outcome of the Brexit referendum and more importantly the election of Donald Trump as the US president.

There is however one form of international agreement which is prompting active industrial intervention. The various climate achievements require of their adherents a commitment to low carbon technologies which, except in a few cases, are not currently competitive with fossil fuels though they have falling cost curves. These are essentially two approaches to this problem. One, theoretically superior, but practically difficult, measure is to establish a carbon price which reflects an assessment of the externalities of global warming and which is levied on energy use through a carbon tax. The other approach is to concentrate support on one or two favoured technologies which are judged (on the basis of independent, scientific advice) to have the best potential for the country concerned. Chinese solar power
is a good model. Panels are now mass produced driving down costs, enabling China to export to the extent of market dominance: a case of strategic industry protection turning the terms of trade in its favour. Brazil has, similarly, made a long term commitment with biomass, used for motor vehicle fuel, though it has been exposed to greater criticism on environmental and economic grounds.

6. Two sector examples of Modern Industry Policy in Emerging Economies

We shall look at several examples of middle income countries trying to develop sophisticated versions of industrial policy which try to learn from past policy failures and good practice. We will look at a couple of industries and some country examples.

Automobile industry: One industry where industrial policy has played an important role is the automobile industry. Most emerging economies, of any size, have sought to promote a domestic car industry and this sector produces some of the worst (and a few of the best) examples of infant industrial policy applied in manufacturing. There are many variants but they can be rationalised into three idealised models.

The first is the classic import substitution route starting with assembly kits of different global car models behind protective tariffs or quotas and then seeking to build up a domestic supply chain by forcing or incentivising the manufacturer – typically one of the leading European, US, Japanese or Korean producers – to build up local content. The costs of this approach are well documented and are born by domestic consumers (or tax payers in the case of subsidy): inefficient, subscale operations resulting in a big gap between domestic and international prices; and disincentives to export unless mandated and cross subsidised as part of an agreement with a global company.

This route nonetheless remains the favoured route especially for countries which have a large domestic market (China, for luxury vehicles, India, Brazil – now a major producer of VWs, South Africa, Nigeria, Saudi Arabia, Iran, Russia) – and even some developed countries (Australia, Canada). In fact, before the recent downturn in the economy, Russia was producing more cars than Germany.
The second is the deeper and more ambitious strategy of developing an ‘indigenous’ car. Several developed economies (UK, Germany, France and Italy) saw domestic entrepreneurs drawing on a long tradition of engineering and innovation in the sector to build up large-scale mass production by recognised national brands. In several cases nationalisation or overt state support was used to promote domestic producers (VW, Renault and Fiat). Several Japanese industrial keiretsu (Honda, Toyota and Nissan) developed the industry rapidly in the post-war era with domestic supply chains and achieved scale through large-scale exports. Korea followed suit and is now a major exporter. Yet Korea also illustrates the limitations of this approach. When the Asian financial crisis hit Korea, it exposed the financial weakness of the leading car producers which lagged behind US, Japanese and European companies in adopting the potential of international supply chains including components made in low-cost locations, like China (Baldwin, 2016). Leading producers collapsed and were taken over by GM and Renault. Only Hyundai survived as a Korean company and it adapted to the new business model based on internationally integrated supply chains.

Other efforts to achieve an ‘indigenous’ car have been even less successful. Malaysia developed Proton based on a Japanese model, but failed to achieve viable levels of production. In sharp contrast, Thailand made no attempt to develop an indigenous car, but offered an attractive business environment and low labour costs to component suppliers within global supply chains. Thailand is now a major car exporter as is Vietnam which is following a similar strategy. To take another example, the Trabant was quite modern when introduced in 1957 in East Germany, and in the absence of western competition it became a mass produced car, but by the time of the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989 it had become a laughing stock for its failure to innovate (another Eastern European car, Skoda, has now flourished as a subsidiary of VW). The Indian Maruti had to be partly taken over by Suzuki which has turned it into a modestly successful exporter. China has several indigenous car companies, but they produce for the lower end of the domestic markets, so far. This route has the potential to generate the maximum in terms of backward linkages and value addition from R&D and design work. But in the absence of scale and a large investment in marketing, technology and skills the potential for heavy costs is also real with the likelihood
that there is no prospect of becoming internationally competitive in a world of internationally integrated supply chains. As part of the Chinese government’s policy to encourage technology acquisitions overseas, the local make Geely bought the Swedish higher-end passenger car maker Volvo in 2010.

A third model is quite different. Essentially it involves *inserting the country into the supply chain* of multinational companies to export. Mexico in North America, Hungary and Slovakia in Eastern Europe and parts of China, Thailand and Vietnam have attracted Tier 1 or Tier 2 supplies to the US, German and Japanese car industry by establishing cost competitiveness based initially on low wages but also improving productivity. There is, at this stage, no commitment to integrate backwards into a fully developed car industry, but skills are being transferred and domestic supply chains built up. There may be an element of subsidy at the start-up stage, but this approach best ensures that decisions are made based on international prices and quality with minimum levels of protection. But at the same time there is the risk of supply chain disruption and re-shoring.

**Creative Industries:** A contrasting case and one which, at first sight, sits a little oddly in ‘industry policy’ is that of ‘creative industries’. The boundaries here are a little fuzzy and range from information and communications technology to content; the how as well as the what. Content industries range from commercialised arts as with music, architecture, advertising, to fashion, design and film. Recognition of the economic importance of creative industries came in the Uruguay Round of trade negotiations in the 1990’s when the USA prioritised ‘Hollywood’ and the issues of copyright. India exports considerably more in the form of IT services, crafts and ‘cultural goods’ (film and music) than it does agricultural or manufactured goods. Just as ABBA became a major Swedish ‘export’ other, poorer, countries have been able to commercialise their creativity.

‘Creative Industries’ are inherently unpredictable. Fashions change. Technology is disruptive. This might seem improbable territory for industry policy. Nonetheless there are, or can be, significant market failures. Many of the skills involved in – say – design are multi-disciplinary and transferrable, not normally vocational, and require educational planning. There are many examples of the externalities derived from clustering of creative industries.
and this can be facilitated: financial institutions will, commonly, not lend against intellectual as opposed to physical property without special credit schemes. It is significant that Singapore, often a source of good practice in industry policy, has launched a 10-year strategy to improve the country’s competitiveness in design (Design 2025). It organises competitions and exhibitions as well as supporting training. Korea has adopted creative industries as a major long term strategic priority seeking to establish Korean brands in music, TV soaps, design and fashion. China has done the same in a less systematic way though the city of Qingdao is becoming the centre of efforts to create a Chinese Hollywood or even Bollywood. The Chinese “culture industry” is planning to become a major player in this sector. At a less sophisticated level many of the poorest countries are seeking to add value to traditional crafts by improving design and marketing, establishing brand recognition and copyright.

The UK and Korea have tried in a systematic way to promote “creative industries” as an internationally tradable service industry by addressing weaknesses in credit supply, IP law, training and communications infrastructure. The risk of policy failure is higher since technology and markets are changing rapidly, but the opportunity costs are lower than in capital intensive activities and the value addition potentially large. Also distance from markets is less of an issue which is why internationally traded creative industries have an appeal in remote Russian cities or in India where the physical infrastructure of ports and roads is poor; provided Internet connectivity is good.

7. Conclusions

The Neo-Schumpeterian framework combined with the literature on state capacity has helped us understand the actual and potential roles of industrial policy in different contexts. In particular, this perspective sheds light on the differences in the desirable policies when an economy, an industry or a firm is at the world technology frontier and when it is far from that frontier. But the literature on state capacity also suggests that what are the appropriate policies depends on what the institutions can handle. Very importantly, state capacity is tested around the point where it is optimal to switch from one set of policies to another. This switching point is the key to understanding how to avoid getting stuck with
inappropriate institutions and policies – what we have defined as the Middle Income Trap without tying it to a specific income level or even claiming that empirically countries to get stuck at particular income levels.

We have looked at two successful models of structural transformation allowing countries to go from middle income to high income status: one in Central and Eastern Europe based on broad institutional reforms supported by the outside anchor of the EU accession process and the massive increase in foreign direct investment and capital flows intermediated mostly by financial institutions with a strategic commitment to the region; and one that has worked repeatedly in Asia and relies on extensive state coordination undertaken by more or less meritocratic bureaucracies, initially protecting firms, and then later promoting domestic and eventually foreign competition. These industrial policies have often been supplemented by national technology projects with varying degrees of success.

A core question is whether these two models are truly distinct, relying on their own inherent compatibility between different aspects of their institutional arrangement, or whether in fact they share certain common features. In looking for such potential common features, it seems that state capacity is critical. In Central and Eastern Europe this capacity was built in a short space of time and with strong support from the outside. In Asia state capacity emerged more organically, and core features such as strong meritocracy dates back far, but under the American occupation after the Second World War there was considerably external intervention in the Japanese bureaucracy (Johnson, 1994) and in Korea the trans-Pacific anchor of South Korea most probably played an important role in explaining the divergence of the two Koreas (Acemoglu and Robinson, 2012). Yet, institutional quality also matters greatly in Asia, and it is very hard to see that the sophisticated policies that have been so successful in, for example, Japan, Korea, Singapore and Taiwan would have the same positive results in Asian countries with weaker institutions. On the contrary, there would be great risks in transferring these approaches and tools to such environments without proper institutional reforms.

At the core of the assessment of the desirability and feasibility of industrial policy in different contexts is what we have called the “paradox of industrial policy” – where
industrial policy seems most palatable and justified, when economies are imitating and adapting existing technologies, institutions tend to be the weakest. The approach also make us skeptical of the frequent advice that more competition is always desirable as it undermines the rents from innovation and may cause individual firms and industries, and ultimately entire economies, to move further away from the frontier. In other words, horizontal policies focusing single-mindedly on competition may be counterproductive. Firm-specific vertical policies, and even more so the “Entrepreneurial State” approach, are more susceptible to capture and more vulnerable to political risk and potentially to other forms of uncertainty. We provided a number of examples from state capture and political risk in emerging economies.

Sector-specific horizontal policies are less demanding on institutions, but still vulnerable to uncertainty (GVC policies could become obsolete and smart specialization too “domestic”). Combining the two approaches is a promising way to proceed and we gave some examples of countries where this has been successfully pursued in Central and Eastern Europe. However, sector-based approaches are becoming obsolete in many industries as trade and investment flows, and the associated transfer of knowledge, increasingly happen within global value chains, fragmented across countries and controlled by individual corporations. Industrial policy is increasingly about attracting parts of these value chains – something that has become easier as a result of their fragmentation – and exploiting the knowledge spillovers from them. Importantly, industrial policy will increasingly be about services, rather than manufacturing.

Policies that require strong state capacity could possibly be made feasible if they were to be disciplined by “outside anchors” (EU accession and deep trade agreements such as the TFP). We discussed briefly the sequencing of the building of state capacity in the experience of Central and Eastern Europe. Clearly, building bureaucratic capacity is core, but we also saw that judicial capacity is important for the enforcement of, for example, competition policy. The analysis pointed to areas where resources should be focused in order to strengthen both judicial and bureaucratic capacity.

The overall conclusion is that emerging economies are probably best served by a mix of sector-based horizontal policies combined with specific policies on technology transfers,
often involving attracting parts of value chains with large spillovers. We provided some successful examples in Central and Eastern Europe and Asia combining sector innovation support, connection to global value chains and upgrades of information technology in a general environment of openness to outside anchors to domestic reform process like EU accession in Central and Eastern Europe and a potentially revised Transpacific Partnership for Asia.
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